We present efficient algorithms for storing past segments of a text. They are computed using two previously computed read-only arrays (SUF and LCP) composing the Suffix Array of the text. They compute the maximal length of the previous factor (subword) occurring at each position of the text in a table called LPF. This notion is central both in many conservative text compression techniques and in the most efficient algorithms for detecting motifs and repetitions occurring in a text. The main results are: a linear-time algorithm that computes explicitly the permutation that transforms the LCP table into the LPF table; a time-space optimal computation of the LPF table; and an O(n log n) strong in-place computation of the LPF table. 
The problem may be regarded as an extension of the Ziv-Lempel factorisation (LZ77) of a string as defined in [20] . A string y is decomposed into factors, called phrases, u 0 , u 1 , . . . , u k , for which y = u 0 u 1 · · · u k and defined informally by: u i = va where a is a letter and v is the longest segment of u 0 u 1 · · · u i occurring both at position |u 0 u 1 · · · u i−1 | and before it in y. The factorisation is used in several adaptive compression methods which encode carefully re-occurrences of phrases by pointers or integers (see [18] or [19] ). The factorisation yields more powerful compressors than the factorisation in [21] (called LZ78) where a phrase is an extension by a single letter of a previous phrase. But the LZ77 factorisation is more difficult to compute.
It is clear that the LZ77 factorisation comes readily when the LPF table is available, which is a remarkable application of the table (see [5] ). This implies a linear-time solution for LZ77 factorisation on integer alphabets. Previous solutions using a Suffix Tree [17] or a Suffix Automaton [2] of the text not only run in time O(|y| log |A|) but these data structures are more space-expensive than the Suffix Array.
A slight variant of string parsing, whose relation with the LZ77 factorisation is analysed in [1] , plays an important role in String Algorithms. The intuitive reason is that, when processing a string on-line, the work done on an element of the factorisation can usually be skipped because already done on one of its previous occurrences. A typical application of this idea resides in algorithms to compute repetitions in strings (see [2, 15, 14] ). For example, the algorithm in [14] reports all maximal repetitions (called runs) occurring in a string in O(|y| log |A|) time. It runs in linear time if a Suffix Array is used instead of a Suffix Tree [4] . Indeed the technique seems to be the only technique that leads to linear-time algorithms independently of the alphabet size for this type of question.
Suffix Arrays provide an ideal data structure to solve many questions requiring an index on all the factors of a string. Introduced by Manber and Myers [16] the structure can be built in linear-time by different methods [10, 12, 13, 8] for sorting the suffixes of the text possibly adding the method of [11] to compute the Longest Common Prefix table. The result holds if the text is drawn from an integer alphabet, that is, if the alphabet of the text can be sorted in linear time (otherwise the Ω(n log n) lower bound for sorting applies).
The notion of Longest Previous Factor has been introduced by Franek et al. as part of their concept of a Quasi Suffix Array (their π array is the LPF table) in [7] , where the authors presented a direct computation running in O(n log n) average time. A naive computation of the LPF table, either on the text itself or on its Suffix Array, as done by the algorithm LPF-naive in Section 5, leads to quadratic effective running time on many inputs.
In this article we intensively use the Suffix Array of the text to be processed, and we consider only linear-time solutions. A graphical representation of the Suffix Array structure helps understand the design of the algorithms. The Longest Previous Factor is coined in [4] , where a linear-time computation is described and applied to LZ77 factorisation. Another version running on-line on the Suffix Array of the text and requiring only O( √ n) extra memory space is shown in [5] .
We improve on the previous results and show that the computation of the Longest Previous Factor table of a text from its Suffix Array can be implemented to run in linear time with only a constant amount of additional memory space. Thus, the method is time-space optimal.
The next section introduces the necessary material for the design of Longest Previous Factor computations. First, an algorithm similar to the one in [4] is described. The algorithm is regarded in Section 3 as using the Suffix Array like a sorting network. Section 4 shows how the computation can be done on-line on the Suffix Array and Section 5 describes the time-space optimal algorithm for constructing the table.
Using a Suffix Array
The Suffix Array of the text y is a data structure used for indexing its content. It comprises two tables that we denote SUF and LCP and that are defined as follows.
The table SUF stores the list of position on y associated with the sorted list of its suffixes in increasing lexicographic order. That is, the table is such that
Thus, indices on SUF are ranks of the suffixes in their sorted list.
The second table LCP is also indexed by the ranks of suffixes and stores the longest common prefixes between consecutive suffixes in the sorted list. Let lcp(i, j) = longest common prefix of y[i . . n − 1] and y[j . . n − 1], for two positions i and j on y. Then, LCP[0] = 0 and, for 0 < r < n, we set The computation of the Suffix Array of y can be done in time O(n log n) in the comparison model [16] (see [3, 6, 9] ). If the text is on an alphabet of integers in the range [0, n c ] for some constant c, the Suffix Array can be built in time O(n) [10, 12, 13, 8 ] (see also [3] ).
Graphic representation
The Suffix Array of the text y has a nice graphic representation that helps understand the algorithms computing the LPF table. The abscissae axis refers to ranks of suffixes and the ordinates axis refers to their positions. The sorted list of suffixes is plotted by their positions, and consecutive positions are linked by an edge whose label is the associated LCP value. Figure 1 shows the Suffix Array representation for the text of Example 1. where undefined LCP values are set to 0. In particular, if a position i is a "peak" at rank r in the graphic representation of the Suffix Array (SUF[r] = i) we get
And the minimum of the two values is the LCP between positions at ranks r − 1 and r + 1 if defined. This gives the idea underlying the next algorithm. Figure 2 illustrates a step of the algorithm when the input is the text of Example 1. The algorithm LPF-simple computes the two tables prev and next, which implement indeed a double-linked list of ranks. The algorithm runs in linear time but requires several extra arrays in addition to its input and output. Namely, the array ISU, inverse of SUF, that provides the rank of a position, and the two arrays prev and next. Figure 1 ) after processing positions 13, 12, 11, 10. Gray positions and gray edges are no longer considered. The next step is to process position 9 at rank 10. According to the weights of edges pending from 9, we have LPF[9] = max{4, 1} = 4. Positions 6 and 8 will be linked, through the prev and next arrays on their ranks, with an edge of weight min{4, 1} = 1, which is indeed LPF [8] . The array next can alternatively be pre-computed by the following procedure whose linear-time behaviour is an interesting exercise left to the reader. The procedure also computes the array LPF > defined in [4] and that accounts for larger ranks only. It is defined, for r = 0, . . . , n − 1, by
while t < n and
The computation of the dual prev and LPF < arrays is done symmetrically. When both arrays LPF < and LPF > are available, the computation of the LPF table is an application of identity 1 that rewrites, for position i at rank r, as
Sorting network
It has been noticed in [4] that the content of the LPF table is the same as that of the LCP table up to some permutation. A question arises then: what permutation is it? Does it depend on the text, its Suffix Array or maybe just its LCP array? It turns out that, for fixed SUF and LCP arrays, it does not depend on the actual text. It is possible to construct such a sorting network, whose shape depends only on the Suffix Array, that transforms the LCP array into the LPF table. This observation leads to the algorithm LPF-sorting, producing LPF by permutating the elements of LCP.
In the algorithm LPF-sorting below we assume that the table next introduced in the previous section has been pre-computed by the procedure Next (in which instructions related to LPF > are useless and may be removed, as well as the parameter LCP). Note that the elements of LPF are exchanged (lines 6-7) only if they are not in increasing order. Which elements are compared, depends on values in nextp, and this in turn depends only on the Suffix Array. So, for a given Suffix Array, one can construct a sorting network implementing lines 5-7 of the algorithm LPF-sorting. Hence, the following proposition holds:
Proposition 2. For a given Suffix Array of a text, there exists a sorting network processing a sequence of n numbers in such a way that it transforms the LCP table into the LPF table. Moreover, the shape of the sorting network depends only on the Suffix Array, but not on its LCP table nor on the actual text.
As it is done for any sorting procedure, instead of directly computing the LPF table, the algorithm LPF-sorting can equivalently produce explicitly the permutation π to transform the LCP array into the LPF table, that is, the permutation that satisfies LPF
The algorithm LPF-sorting uses only one integer array in addition to its input and output since the next table it uses is substituted for the nextp table. This yields the next statement. 
On-line computation
Techniques of the previous sections to compute the LPF table are simple but space consuming. In this section and the next one we address this issue. We show that a computation on-line on the Suffix Array using a stack reduces the memory space to only O( √ n) for a text of length n.
The design of the on-line computation still relies on the property used for the algorithm of Section 2 and related to "peaks" (see lines 6-8 below) . It relies additionally on another straightforward property that we describe now. Assume that a position SUF[r] at rank r satisfies LCP[r] ≥ LCP[r + 1]. Then, no position after it in the list can provide a larger LCP value and therefore we get LPF[SUF[r]] = LCP[r]. This is implemented in lines 10-11 of the algorithm LPF-on-line.
Note that lines 15 to 18 may be removed from the algorithm LPF-on-line if the Suffix Array can be extended to rank n and initialised to SUF[n] = −1 and LCP[n] = 0. But we prefer the present design that is compatible with the algorithm of the next section. 
LPF-on-line

Stack size
The extra memory space used by the algorithm LPF-on-line to compute the LPF table of a text is occupied by the stack and a constant number of integer variables. To evaluate the total size required by the algorithm it is then important to determine the maximal size of the stack for a text of length n. It is proved in [5] that this quantity is O( √ n).
For most values of n there are plenty of texts for which the stack reaches its maximal size. But if n is of the form k(k + 1)/2, that is, if it is the sum of the first k positive integers, then there is a unique string on the alphabet {a, b} (with a < b) giving the maximal size stack. This word is aabab 2 · · · ab k−1 and the maximal stack size is k.
The next table shows maximal stack sizes for texts of lengths 4 to 19: length n 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Time-space optimal implementation
In this section we show that the computation of the LPF table of a text can be implemented with only constant memory space in addition to the Suffix Array of the text and its LPF table. The underlying property used for this purpose is the O( √ n) stack size reported in the previous section. The property allows an implementation of the stack inside the LPF table for a sufficiently large part of the text. The rest of the computation for the remaining positions is done in a more time-expensive manner but for a small part of the text. This preserves the linear running time of the whole computation.
LPF-optimal(SUF, LCP, n) 1 ⊲ it is assumed that n ≥ 8 2 K ← ⌊n − 2 √ 2n⌋ 3 ⊲ next three procedures share the same LPF table 4 LPF-on-line(SUF, LCP, K) 5 LPF-naive(SUF, LCP, K, n) 6 LPF-anchored(SUF, LCP, K, n) 7 return LPF It is rather clear that only constant extra memory space is required to implement the strategy retained by the algorithm LPF-optimal. The choice of the parameter K is a result of the previous section and is done to let enough space in the LPF array to implement the stack used by the algorithm LPF-on-line.
Although not done here, the choice of the parameter K can be dynamic and done during the algorithm LPF-on-line as n − 2k − 1, where k is the size of the stack just before executing line 15. This certainly reduces the actual running time but does not improve its asymptotic evaluation.
In the algorithm LPF-optimal, the stack of the procedure LPF-on-line is implemented in the LPF table. Access to the table is done via the SUF array. . Row (ii) shows that values have already been computed for positions at ranks 0 to 6. The content of the stack is ((7, 0), (8, 2)). On this example, K could have been set dynamically to 5.
Naive computation The second step of the algorithm LPF-optimal processes the Suffix Array from rank K. For each rank r, the values prev[r], next[r] and the corresponding LCP values are computed starting from r and going backward and forward, respectively. The code is given below for the sake of completeness but it contains no algorithmic high value.
The process takes O(n − K) time per rank, and hence the total running time of the step is O((n − K) 2 ), which is O(n) since K = n − 2 √ 2n. Completing the computation The first two steps of the algorithm LPF-optimal process independently two segments of the Suffix Array. The last step consists in joining their results, which requires updating some LPF values. Indeed, for a rank r, r < K, next[r] can be in [K, n−1], which implies that the computation of LPF[SUF[r]] might not be achieved. The same phenomenon happens for a rank in the second part, whose associated prev rank is smaller than K.
LPF
The next algorithm updates all LPF values and completes the whole computation. It assumes that the LPF calculation has been done independently on parts LPF[SUF[0 . . K −1]] and LPF[SUF[K . . n−1]] of the array, which is realised by the first two steps on the algorithm LPF-optimal.
The running time of this last step LPF-anchored is obviously linear, O(n), as are the other steps of the algorithm LPF-optimal.
The first conclusion of the section is the following statement. The algorithm LPF-optimal uses the Suffix Array of the input text in a read-only manner but does not use the LPF table in a write-only manner. If this last condition is to be satisfied, the question remains of whether there exists a linear-time LPF table construction running with constant extra space. We get this feature if the algorithm LPF-anchored is applied recursively by dividing the Suffix Array into two equal parts. The running time becomes O(n log n) in the model of computation allowing priority writes.
Theorem 2. The Longest Previous Factor table of a text of length n on an integer alphabet can be built from its read-only Suffix Array in time O(n log n) (independently of the alphabet size) with a constant amount of extra memory space and with a write-only output.
Despite the use of the output as auxiliary storage in the ultimate linear-time algorithm, the series of algorithms described in the article provide a large range of efficient solutions that meet many practical needs.
